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Abstract. Robot was created to help human in rapid manufacturing, precision work, dangerous activities,
rehabilitation and medical assistance. In the last few years, humanoid robots show very advanced ability. They are
able to mimic human emotion and even become sleeping partner. The advantages of robot compare to human are
abilities to store and search data, use sensors for specific application, and use high level mathematical thinking to
solve problem. Combination of robot and human abilities is a part of human programming and will bring human to
have better life. Human is a time dependent DNA coded bioenergy symphony. They develop according to time,
rule based coded in the DNA and environment influenced bioenergy symphony. As a body system, human has sensing
system, processing system and actuating system. The sensing system consists of  4 sense organs and
integumentary organs. The data received by sensing system is sent to processing system which is brain via nerve
system. Brain will store and process the data and send result to other organs in the body as a response of
stimulation given. The output can be a voice, movement or emotion signal, which is executed by human skeletal
and muscular system. The stimulation given is influenced by rule based stored in DNA as well as bioenergy from
environment. In order to work properly these systems are supported by circulatory system, respiration system,
digestive system, urinary system, lymphatic system and endocrine system. Human development is grouped into 8
stages which is infant (0-1 years old), toddler (1-3), small child(3-6), child (6- 12), adolescence (12-20), young
adulthood(20-40), middle adulthood(40-60) and late adulthood (above 60 years old). There are 3 development
domains for each stages which are physical domain, cognitive domain and social-emotional domain. The development
domains are interrelated and can be stimulated through physical, education and environmental interventions. These
interventions are part of human programming. Human programming consists of three parts which are development
domain assessment, intervention formulation and intervention management. In order to formulate intervention for
specific target, the human data such as human DNA, brain data, body health information and bioenergy symphony
characteristics as well as data base of intervention programs are required. This can be done with support of
automation system or robot which has capability to gather human data, formulate intervention, communicate with
human, as well as conduct intervention if required. In this talk, a programming method and result for toddler is
presented. A smart doll is used as a smart assistant to assess toddler development abilities and conduct some
interventions. The intervention data and processing program are managed by online data centre called OSCA
Tool. The system has been tested in 34 children under 5 years old including six sub developmental domains: gross
motor, fine motor, cognitive, language, self-help and social interaction. Test result shows that the effectiveness of the
system to achieve the developmental target is more than 83% with 95 % system reliability. This result shows that the
system is very promising to help human to achieve life target. This is however only “a begin of human programming”
for better future mankind and universe sustainability.
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Abstract. Brain is made up of billions of brain cells called neurons, which use electricity to communicate with
each other. The combination of millions of neurons sending signals at once produces an enormous amount of electrical
activity in the brain, which can be detected using sensitive medical equipment (such as an EEG), measuring
electricity levels over areas of the scalp. The combination of electrical activity of the brain is commonly called a
brainwave pattern. The experiments conducted at the beginning of this study use a wheel robotic, which is by only
moving the wheel robotic to turn left, right and forward. Mindflex is a kind of device which can transmit the brain
wave. The process of learning starts by setting mindflex on the head to read the brain wave. The data from the brain
wave are processed in the computer so that the required value of the wave is transferred to the wheel robotic to move
it forward, turn left and right according to the mind's instruction. The result of training or learning of brain wave was
determined by its threshold, which was then repeated 50 times until it obtained 62% accuracy. The software used on
microcontroller Arduino was  C program language.

Keywords : Wheel Robot, Brainwave, wheel robotic, mindflex.

I. Background

In the human body there is a very important organ that regulates and coordinated most of the behavior, movement
up the body functions homeostasis such as blood pressure, heart rate, until the fluid balance and body temperature,
the organ in question is brain a central structure setting which has a volume of approximately 1.350cc and consists
of 100 million cells nerves or neurons. The brain has an important role, namely, responsible for setting the entire
body and the human mind so that there the link between the brain and thinking. In addition, the brain also affect
which means the development of cognitive psychology, the brain is also responsible for the the function of
memory, emotion, recognition, motor learning and all forms learning.
Many activities that occur in the brain is something that is very interesting to study, many researchers have previously
conducted research to be able to develop tools that can deliver activity in the brain through waves recorded from the
brain.
Brainwave is combination of electrical activity of the brain. The Brain is made up of billions of brain cells called
neurons, which use electricity to communicate with each other. The combination of millions of neurons sending
signals at once produces an enormous amount of electrical activity in the brain, which can be detected using
sensitive medical equipment (such as an EEG, Mindflex).
There is now a tool that can communicate a human with computer directly through the brain's electrical signals are
used, The tool is called Brain Computer Interface (BCI). By using the system BCI is a collection of sensor and
processing component can wave covering the display and sensor stimulator that translates brain activity someone
directly into useful control or communication waves, can be used as an assistive technology to connect different
abilities Among people with the environment (Wolpaw, 2002) .Aktifitas is the case The brain is very
interesting to be a research theme.
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The proof of brain wave activity on EEG scalp namely (Electroencephalograpy) often used as a research object in
two decades (Duvinage et al,2012). Through the EEG waves, users can deliver what thinking without saying, or in
other words, the user can controlling things with his mind. But requires a lot of money to conduct such research. Now
there are tools that can catch the wave EEG for control something through the mind is a tool Mindflex with price
which are relatively cheaper than the tool BCI (Brain Computer Interface) more.

Mindflex is a kind of device which can transmit the brain wave. The process of learning starts by setting mindflex
on the head to read the brain wave. The data from the brain wave are processed in the computer.

II. Literature Review

Brain wave is a complex wave caused by electrical impulses activities inside the brain. The higher the mental activities
(conscious, focused, energetic activities) are, the higher the frequency  of the waves in the brain (Gunawan,
2011).

2.1 Mindflex and Brain waves

The Mind Flex provide eight values representing the amount of electrical activity at different frequencies (Mika,
2012). This data is heavily filtered/amplified, so where a conventional medical-grade EEG would give you absolute
voltage values for each band, NeuroSky instead gives you relative measurements which aren’t easily mapped to
real-world units. A run down of the frequencies involved follows, along with a grossly oversimplified summary of
the associated mental states.

 Delta (1-3Hz): sleep
 Theta (4-7Hz): relaxed, meditative
 Low Alpha (8-9Hz): eyes closed, relaxed
 High Alpha (10-12Hz)
 Low Beta (13-17Hz): alert, focused
 High Beta (18-30Hz)
 Low Gamma (31-40Hz): multi-sensory processing
 High Gamma (41-50Hz)

2.2. Wheel robotic
A wheel robotic which has two wheel can move to turn left, right and forward. The device is controlled by using
microcontroller Arduino. Arduino Uno is a microcontroller or a small computer which can be programmed to process
input and output between the equipment and connected external component (Sandin, 2003). The specification of the
device is as shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Device Specification

NO DEVICE TYPE

1. Microcntroller Arduino Uno
2. Motor DC 5 -12 Volt DC

3. Motor Driver 2A for DFROBOT
4. Wifi transmiter &

Receiver
CS 3000
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Whereas the data input sent is as shown in Table 2

Table 2  Series of Data Input on Robotic Arm

NO DATA OF INPUT ACTIVITY OF WHEEL ROBOT
1. A Forward
2. B Turn left
3. C Turn Right

III. Results and Discussion

The experiments in this study were conducted by setting Mindflex to a person who then exercised to be able to produce
three kinds of data so that he could move the wheel robotic according to Table 2.2. The procedure of the experiment
is shown on the scheme on Fig. 1.

Fig.1  Schema of Brain Wave and  Wheel Robot
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Fig. 1 shows a person who uses a Mindflex on his head so that his brain wave is read to produce eight values of
brain wave sent to a computer. For the time being, there are two kinds of waves used: Alpha and Beta. The experiments
were carried out by focusing and relaxing to produce data as Table 3.
The result of the experiment for generated threshold value in Table 3.

Table 3 The Result of Threshold Experiment

Conditional Alpha Beta
Focus
Relax
Normal

40.290 ≤ ℎ < 148.707151.029 ≤ ℎ < 254.63810.980 ≤ ℎ < 150.000 150.493 ≤ < 292.865150.493 ≤ < 241.98712.304 ≤ < 150.000
and activity of wheel robotic in Table 4.

Table 4 Threshold and Activity of Wheel Robotic

Conditional Activity Text to Sent via Serial
Wheel Robot Port

Normal

Focus

Relax

Forward
Turn left

Turn Right

A

B

C

The result of experiments to move the wheel robotic for 50 times can be seen in Table 5.

Table 5 The Result of Experiments to Move The wheel Robotic

Target Value of Result Status
No

1 Normal

Alpha

99700

Beta

125080 Normal True

2 Normal 102374 134490 Normal True

3 Focus 137944 124800 Normal False

4 Rilex 128775 120096 Normal False

5 Focus 167004 187540 Rilex False

6 Normal 100280 167599 Normal True

7 Rilex 175840 184653 Rilex True

8 Rilex 126749 97748 Normal False

9 Focus 139863 99583 Normal False

10 Normal 138769 149859 Normal True

11 Normal 109785 139097 Normal True

12 Focus 168579 186950 Rilex False

13 Rilex 183746 189822 Rilex True

14 Normal 147239 123498 Normal True

15 Focus 164387 204957 Rilex False

16 Focus 134984 175034 Focus True

17 Rilex 214940 183470 Rilex True

18 Normal 140459 149845 Normal True

19 Normal 140002 165709 Focus False

20 Focus 134923 175039 Focus True
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No
Target Value of Result Status

Alpha Beta

21 Focus 123495 130458 Normal False

22 Rilex 132040 167402 Focus False

23 Rilex 173901 183940 Rilex True

24 Focus 143095 173928 Focus True

25 Normal 130249 149240 Normal True

26 Normal 130983 100394 Normal True

27 Rilex 163910 164028 Rilex True

28 Normal 183470 209384 Rilex False

29 Focus 198347 187340 Rilex False

30 Normal 173409 163984 Rilex False

31 Rilex 201989 198437 Rilex True

32 Normal 130324 128479 Normal True

33 Focus 109238 98421 Normal False

34 Normal 102349 129048 Normal True

35 Rilex 174901 192038 Rilex True

36 Rilex 201924 231984 Rilex True

37 Rilex 123846 124987 Normal False

38 Focus 139018 109484 Normal False

39 Normal 128469 142252 Normal True

40 Focus 120420 167492 Focus True

41 Normal 130983 143254 Normal True

42 Normal 124325 98685 Normal True

43 Focus 196463 176889 Rilex False

44 Focus 145478 186575 Focus True

45 Rilex 187575 197646 Rilex True

46 Rilex 208976 278964 Rilex True

47 Normal 132445 107957 Normal True

48 Normal 145378 124266 Normal True

49 Normal 109769 176443 Focus False

50 Rilex 124366 198656 Focus False

Total T=31
F=19

Prosentation= (31/50)*100% 62%

IV. Conclusions

The learning or training of moving the wheel robotic through brain wave using mindflex should be carried out
repeatedly to obtain the required, slightly stable threshold value.The result of experiment to control the robotic arm
for 50 times yielded 62% accuracy.
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